
PHYS 408: Particle Physics II Syllabus Spring Semester 2022-2023

Instructor: Prof. Dr. Ismail Turan
Room 433, Extension: x5083
Email: ituran@metu.edu.tr

Textbook: Introduction to Elementary Particles, Second Revised Edition, by David Griffiths. Chap-
ters 6, 7, 9 and 10 will at least be covered. More might be covered as time permits.

Web Page: Follow course webpage in ODTUClass site, http://www.odtuclass.metu.edu.tr/

Prerequisite: Consent of the Department (Phys 407 or Phys 481 or Equivalent)

Schedule: Friday 13:40-16:30 P-421

Recitations: No regular recitations. Need-based recitations will be organized as we go along with lectures.

TA Info: Zozan Sarı, Room 115, Extension: x4323, Email: zozan@metu.edu.tr
Yunus Faruk Ağan , Room 209, Extension: x3270, Email: agany@metu.edu.tr

Lectures: As of April 3, 2023, lectures will start to be delivered in a hybrid manner. The lectures will be
in the classroom and at the same time they are going to be followed online. The computational
HEP programs will be discussed through online meetings under any circumstances since
real time running and sharing these programs simultaneously are much easier through an online
session. There might be totally four or five such sessions throughout the term and they will be
scheduled separately. The link to be used for the online lectures (as well as the meetings for
introducing the computational material) will be
Link: https://zoom.us/j/7580320731?pwd=akJjc1FqYUdhcEZsQ0RwWlltdVpOdz09
Meeting ID: 758 032 0731, Passcode: Fd29fs

Exams: All the exams are expected to be held face-to-face.

Grading: There will be one midterm and a final as well as a term project. Homeworks will also be given
on an irregular basis (about four homeworks in total). For your final grade, homeworks count
20%, term project counts 20%, midterm counts 20%, and the final counts 40%.

Topics: • Chapter 6: The Feynman Calculus (already covered in 407): Decay rates, cross
sections, the golden rule for decays and scattering, Feynman rules for a toy model, 1 → 2
decay, 2 → 2 scattering.

• Chapter 7: Quantum Electrodynamics (QED): Dirac equation and its solutions for
free particle, Bilinear covariants, Feynman rules for QED, Casimir’s trick.

• Chapter 9: Weak Interactions: Charged leptonic currents; muon. neutron and pion
decays. Charged hadronic currents, neutral currents, electroweak unification, weak isospin
and hypercharge, electroweak mixing

• Chapter 10: Gauge Theories: Lagrangian formulation, gauge invariance, Yang-Mills
theory, Feynman rules, Higgs mechanism.

HEP Tools: Using computational tools for calculations in particle physics is indispensable nowadays. That’s
why, as we continue to our theory lectures, students are expected to get accustomed to tools
like CalcHEP and MadGraph, both of which are used to do tree level scattering and decay process
analyses. There are also package programs like FeynArts, FormCalc, FeynCalc, LoopTools,
specialized to do especially one-loop calculations in an automatized way. There is another
program called PackageX which is used to calculate one-loop Feynman integrals. The basics of
some of the programs will be introduced and some relevant material will be provided. A Linux
tutorial session will be given as a working environment. The ultimate purpose is to calculate
various processes both by hand and by computer and then compare.

Exam Dates: Midterm Exam: TBA
Final Exam: TBA

Code of Integrity: All students are expected to have academic integrity principle in all academic works. That is, a
student must submit work only the student’s own. Students shall comply with academic integrity codes
and shall avoid situations likely to violate this code since academic dishonesty diminishes credit to the
academic community.

http://www.odtuclass.metu.edu.tr/
https://zoom.us/j/7580320731?pwd=akJjc1FqYUdhcEZsQ0RwWlltdVpOdz09


Possible Term Project Topics:

Each group (single student or preferably two students) is expected prepare a term project and
present it at the end of the semester. You could either pick one of the following topics or pick
something own your own.

• Relativistic Quantum Mechanics + Kinematics of the phase space

• The Gauge Symmetry Argument in Particle Physics

• Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) Theory

• Neutrino Oscillation and Neutrino Mass)

• Elastic Neutrino Electron Scattering

• Coherent Elastic Neutrino Nucleus Scattering (CEvNS)

• Phenomenology of the Minimal Neutrino Standard Model

• Triangular anomaly in QED and Anomalies in General

• Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking and Higgs Mechanism

• Quantum Chromodynamics and Color Algebra

• One-loop Calculations and Renormalization in QED

• e+e− → W+W− calculation in Electroweak Theory

• Calculating Higgs Decay Modes and Higgs Boson Detection. Calculating H → g, g and
photon,photon decays by PackageX

• The Dalitz Plot Technique in Particle Physics

• The Discovery of the Top Quark

• The Discovery of the W and Z Bosons

• CP Violation in the SM and beyond

• Dark Matter; Theory

• Dark Matter; Experiment

• Dark Matter Relic Density Calculation

• Extra Dimensions

• Supersymmetry

• Unparticle physics

• Gravitational Wave and its Recent Detection

• Casimir Effect


